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DEVELOPMENT OF NEUTRON PERSONNEL MONITORING SYSTEM

BASED ON CR-39 SOLID STATE NUCLEAR TRACK DETECTOR

O.P. MASSAND, H.K. KUNDU, P.K. MARATHE and S.J.SUPE

DIVISION OP RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION
BHABHA ATOMIC RESEARCH CENTRE

BOMBAY-400 085, INDIA

INTRODUCTION

Personnel Neutron Monitoring is done for a small

though growing number of personnel working with neutrons in

a wide range of situations. The main sources of neutrons

are radioactive neutron sources, nuclear reactors, particle

accelerators, neutron generators and fuel reprocessing

plants. Neutron sources are being widely used in medicine,

industry, research and agriculture. Growth in nuclear power

production and development of fusion power technology are

likely to increase the number of radiation workers to be

monitored for neutron exposures. Neutrons are also produced
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In the atmosphere by cosmic rays and add a small amount to the
general exposure of man.

Personnel Neutron Monitoring aims at providing a

method to evaluate the magnitude of the detrimental effects on

the personnel exposed to neutrons. This required two things -

(a) a quantity which is a reasonably accurate measure of the

biological detriment caused by neutron irradiation and this

quantity is dose equivalent for low level chronic exposure

and (b) to provide suitable methods for measurement of this

quantity for routine use in the working environment for the

personnel. Information from personnel neutron monitor

must be augmented by information using neutron area monitors

and spectrometers in the radiation environment to provide a

complete picture of the personnel neutron exposure (Ing et al.,

1985).

Unlike X or gamma personnel monitoring, personnel

neutron monitoring presents several problems. Main problem

is the fact that neutrons have a biological effect which

depends upon the energy of neutrons and can be greater than

the effect produced by an equal dose of gamma rays by a

factor of as much as ten and an upward revision of quality

factor by a factor of two for neutrons is recommended by

International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP)

recently. Also modsrated neutron spectra cover nine decades

of energy and the dosimeter response must follow the fluence

to dose equivalent conversion factor which varies by a

factor of forty over this range as shown in Pig«l.

Knowledge of the neutron spectrum in the working environment

is also essential. ?he interference of associated gamma

dose can also present problems in personnel nautron monitoring.
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PERSONNEL NEUTRON MONITORING

One can broadly identify the requirements of an ideal

personnel neutron monitor as follows (Griffith et al., 1979).

1. It should record neutron dose equivalent from a

fraction to multiples of maximum permissible dose

equivalent limits.

2. Its neutron energy response should be proportional to

dose equivalent response i,e it should be useful over

a considerable range of neutron energies.

3. It should be insensitive to other types of radiations

like beta, x-rays and gamma rays.

4. It should have a good signal stability with little

fading.

5. It should not be toxic to the wearer.

6. It should be rugged, easy to handle for a large scale

of monitoring and be reasonably inexpensive.

There are mainly three types of personnel neutron moni-

tors which have found acceptance for general use. These are

nuclear emulsion KODAK NTA, thermoluminescent albedo dosimeters

and solid state nuclear track detector. Each of these

personnel neutron monitors have different detection mechanism*

advantages and limitations. These are passive monitors which

require some form of development after a use of certain

period to provide the dose equivalent. Pocket neutron

dosimeters which are under development in many laboratories

are dynamic personnel neutron monitors.

Personnel neutron monitoring must meet severe require-

ments. No currently available monitor can meet all of these

requirements. A manual prepared by IAEA (Gibson et al.# J1985)

provides a method of selection of the appropriate personnel

neutron dosimetry system based on the neutron dose equivalent

rate in the w ."king environment and the energy of neutrons to
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which a person is likely to be exposed. Table 1 from the

above manual presents the neutron field categories and

criteria for selection of the appropriate personnel neutron

monitoring system. Some general and useful references in

the field of Neutron Monitoring are also given (BED,10,1985,

RPD, 20,1987, RPD,23,1988, IAEA, 1988).

5SNTD FOR PERSONNEL NEUTRON MONITORING

Solid state nuclear track detectors (S3NTB) have

found application in neutron dosimetry for over two decades.

Since neutrons themselves are uncharged, they can produce

etchable tracks in detectors via the nuclear reactions

involving the production of charged particles having

significant kinetic energy. Therefore, SSNTDs for personnel

neutron monitoring can be broadly of two types (a) used with

radiators placed in contact and registering fission fragments

or charged particles emitter! by these radiators or (b)

directly registering recoil particles including alphas and

protons produced within the detector itself from nuclear

reactions occuring there due to incident neutrons.

In recent years, it is second category of SSNTDs which have

shown promise for per.-onnel neutron monitoring. These are

organic materials. The common constituents of these organic

polymers are H, C, O and occasionally N and when irradiated

with neutrons, elastic recoils of H, C, O and N give rise

to tracks in the detector materials . Also non-elastic (n, p)

and (n,. ̂ lpho) reactions can occur and these protons and

alpha .;cirticles can produce tracks depending upon the

-..-.j-jitivity of the polymer. A survey of some techniques

for neutron dosimetry is provided by Spurny et al. (1977),

Griffith et al.,(1979) and Fleischer et al.,(1984). Attempts

were made to detect heavy elastic recoils of carbon and

oxygen produced by neutrons v/ithin the polycarbonate detector
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itself. I t was found that cellulose nitrate has some

sensitivity to protons but i t was not until 1978 that the

proton track detecting properties of the polymer CR-39

were discovered by Cartwright et al . , (1978). The

registration of protonn in track detectors has long been

recognised as the basic requirement for a successful

neutron personnel monitor and CR-39 offers the best

prospect for personnel neutron monitoring in the fore-

seeable future. The interest in detectors like

polycarbonate or cell\ilose nitrate which do not detect

protons is declining rapidly.

CR-39 SSNTD AS PERSONNEL NEUTRON MONITOR

CR-39 i s the t rade name where CR s tands fo r Columbia

Resin. I t f inds g rea t app l i ca t i ons as a major component

in copolymers used for eye g lass lenses and thus i s an

optically clear and commercially available plastic. Its

chemical name is polyallyl diglycol carbonate (PADC) and

its chemical formula is C, OI-L Q0_.

CR-39 is proton-sensitive over a wide range of energies

and is the best prospect for personnel neutron monitoring

due to the following threo reasons (i) the (n, p) scattering

cross-section is large and smoothly varying (ii) the

efficiency of energy transfer from neutron?; is the greatest

for protons and (iii) the ranges of recoil protons are much

greater than for alpha particles and heavier recoils. I t

also sati.r Mos most of. the criteria for an ideal polymer

track detector. It is highly cross linked and totally

amorphous polymer having a closely packed and uniform

molecular structure. It is having a non-solvent chemical

etchant being a thermoset material and is optically trans-

parent (Stejny, 1987). These properties indicate that

potential exists for high sensitivity, a low energy neutron
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threshold and a good dose equivalent response for CR-39.

The damage tracks produced in the organic polymers on

irradiation can be etched chemically or electrochemically to

enlarge the tracks and make them detectable. A large number

of studies of Experimental etching parameters for the more

common polymer detectors are available in the literature

(Blandford et al.,1979, Gruhn et al,,1979). The influence

of composition of the etchant (usually alkalies), its

concentration and temperature, the degree of liquid agitsVion

and various pre-ctching treatments have been investigated.

In spite of all these studies, the optimum etching conditions

cannot be predicted and must be determined empirically for a

specific detector. In practice, the mcjt important parameters

for the control of the etching speed of the detector are the

temperature and the concentration of the etchant and in case

of electrochemical etching (ECE) strength and frequency of

the applied field.

ELECTROCHEMICAL ETCHING

The charged particle tracks produced by the neutrons

in the polymers are short and close to or below the limits of

resolution of optical microscopes. Electrochemical etching

makes it possible to enlarge all types of damage tracks upto

macroscopic sizes so automatic counting or easy viewing

becomes possible. Electrochemical etching is obtained

whenever damage track detectors are stressed by AC electric

fields during the chemical etching (Tommasino et al., 1970,

Soh.:abl. I974f AI-Najjar, 1979, Tommasino et al., 1981,1985).

For this type of etching, the irradiated polymer foil is

sandwiched between two separate volumes of electrolyte, of

which atleast one is an etchant. The alternating high

voltage is applied across the polymer foil by two electrodes

which are immersed in the electrolyte solutions. The

electrochemical etching conditions most often used are electric

fields of the order of a few tens of KV per cm at frequencies
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of 1 to 10 KHz.

While a complete understanding of the electrochemical

etching phenomena is very difficult, a very useful and

simplified model has been proposed (Tommasino et al., 1931).

The ECE processes occur in two stages as shown in Pig.2.

At the beginning of ECE, the most important process is the

formation of a track or a track pit. At this first stage,

a track is enlarged by etching only of the component of the

speed of etching along the track, VV-, perpendicular to the

surface is greater than the speed of etching along the

surface, V_. These conditions are the same as those

required to etch tracks only chemically. The differences

between the two types of etching may srise from the effects

of high electrical field and high frequencies which would

enhance the penetration of the electrolyte ions both in the

track and into the detector surface (Tommasino et al.,1981).

The electrolyte ions absorbed into the polymer, produce

polarisation phenomena. The conduction current due to the

absorbed ions and other forms of dielectric loss could

generate heat continuously in the electrically stressed

insulators and could alter the ratio V /V (Tommasino et

al., 1974). Once the track has been formed the electrical

fields at the tips of tracks can be much larger than the

average electrical field applied to the insulator. One

possible way to evaluate the electrical field enhancement

at the tip of a track is provided by the relation first

suggested by Mason (1959) for the determination of the

electrical stresses at the tip of a metallic needle and

is given in Fig.2. In this equation, the ratio, between

the maximum electrical field at the tip of the needle

E and the average electric field, E ,is given versus

the radius of the needle point, r, and the distance, d,

between this point and the opposite surface, as shown in
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the figure. Under the conditions very often used for ECE,

the electrical field at the track pits can be as high as

tens of MV/cm (Tommasino et aifr 1*380). These high stress

concentrations can initiate localized electrical

breakdowns known as treeing phenomena for their shspBs

which combined with the chemical etching produce

catastrophic damage localised at regions surrounding the

track tips. Under the action of high electrical stresses,

the chemical etchant is forced to penetrate the insulator

surrounding the track tip. This causes the degradation of

the polymer structure which is then preferentially etched

by the chemical reagent. In addition, because of dielectric

or joule heating along the track the effect of the etching

is increased considerably. Finally at relatively high

frequencies or for a given frequency at relatively high

electrical fields at the track tip, vaporisation of

chemical etching is likely to occur. The vapour pressure

may generate submicrocracks which also damage the overall

structure of the material surrounding the track tip. This

damage is again preferentially etched. Thus a very large

tree shaped track is formed.

As in the case of chemical etching, the polymer

structure also plays an important role for electrochemical

etching. It is clear that the etchant penetration anywhere

in the polymer other than into the damage tracks is

detrimental for the detector registration characteristics.

Since this penetration is enhanced by the application of

electrical stress* the polymer tightness is an important

requirement in the sense of resisting separation of the

polymeric chains and limiting diffusion of the chemical

reagent in the bulk of the detector. Efforts made to

electrochemically etch detector materials characterised by

reiatively high absorption rate of the electrolyte, such

as the cellulose derivatives have net with limited success.
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Of course, besides a tight polymer structure a detector

material must Y*\ve uniform morphology throughout its bulk.

As noticed earlier, among all the existing detectors, the

totally amorphous copolymer CR-39, if highly cross-linked

and properly manufactured, can provide the most satisfac-

tory morphological structure for electrochemical etching

(Tornmasino et al», 1981).

In addition to the parameters for chemical

etching j %(i concentration and temperature of the etchant,

the ECE processes require two more parameters, the

strength and the frequency of the applied field (Sohrabi,

1980, Wong et al.,1984). For ECE track formation, the

most important parameters are the same as those for

chemical etching, while for tree initiation and propagation,

the electric field and frequency become predominant. In

practice this means that if for a given set of etching

conditions, the formation of tracks does not occur under

chemical etching, the addition of high electrical fields

at high frequencies will hardly speed up the formation of

tracks.

To shorten the time for track formation it is

sufficient to increqse the temperature of ECE. The

simplest way to eliminate the time required for the track

formation iŝ  by chemically etching the detector prior to

electrochemical etching. The ECE of pre-etched detectors

provides excellent registration characteristics for

monoenergetic charged particles that have the same time

for track formation (Espinesa Gracia et-.al., 1981). In

this case a single pre-etching can lead to the formation

of pointed shape tracks for all the charged particles.
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The ECE which follows and which •• for CR-39 is usually

carried out at 20-30°C efficiently registers these

tracks through the ECE spot formation. Unfortunately,

no single optimum pre-ctching exists for the formation

of all the proton recoil tracks induced by neutrons

which may have energies anywhere in an interval of 10 KeV

to 15 MeV (Cross et al., 1982). It might be argued that

for neutron irradiation, damage tracks are distributed

uniformly throughout the entire volume of the detector

and that for any single prolonged etching, pointed shape

track of protons with different energies and orientations

can be found. Unfortunately, the selectivity of a single

pre+etching is still too high to be acceptable as shown

in Fig.3. In this figure, examples of track formation

in CR-39 for chemical and electrochemical etching are

schematically shown only for two energies of proton

recoils with a single orientation (Tommasino et al., 1983).

Since a prolonged chemical pra-otch is needed for the

track formation of high energy proton recoils, such as track

c in the figure * tooth tracks a and b become over-etched

and disappear from view. At the end of pre-etching a

layer typically 5 um thick is etched away from the original

surface and most of the short range tracks due to low energy

neutrons are lost in the process.

If the track formation occurs during the ECE

process, each track will have the opportunity to start

treeing once it has acquired a pointed shape. These

conditions can be achieved simply by increasing the ECE

temperature. To this end a temperature of 60°C, similar

to that for chemical etching is suitable for CR-39 detectors.

As illustrated in the lowe- part of Fig.3, during the ECE

process at 60°C, those tracKs already treeing continue to

enlarge, x̂ hile more tracks are formed to undergo treeing

(Tommasino et al., 1983). ECE without pre-etching can be
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considered just the converse of the chemical etching at the

same temperature since the low energy recoil tracks keep

enlarging under ECE process whereas they disappear from vit-w

and are very difficult to recognise under conventional

etching. This also helps in improving the neutron energy

response of the CR-39 detector as discussed further.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The use of CR-39 as a neutron personnel monitoring

system involved procurement of a number of materials and

special equipments and also development of the methods in

our laboratory. These are described in details as below.

Obviously, the methods to be developed are, as seen earlier,

chemical and electrochemical etching of the CR-39 polymer

foils. CR-39 sheets of size 25 cm by 20 cm and thickness

625 microns were procured from M/s. Pershore Mouldings, U.K.

For use, these are cut into smaller foils of 3 cm x 3 cm

very carefully with the help of a very sharp blade knife as

CR-39 is a brittle material. Chemical etching requires the

use of high normality alkali solution prepared using analy~

tical grade potassium hydroxide and distilled watar. A

constant temperature water bath was procured to carry out

chemical etching. This bath consists of a small water tank

in which heaters are immersed. The temperature Is controlled

by means of a thermostat and water is stirred continuously

with an electrical stirrer for maintaining uniform tempe-

rature throughout the water volume. The foils are hung by

stainless steel clips in beakers containing tha alkali

solution and these beakers are kept in the water bath to

carry out the chemical .etching at 60 C, The chemically

etched tracks can be viewed on a high magnification micro-

scope.

Electrochemical etching involves the uss of elaborate

and special equipments namely multi-foil etching cell, high
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voltage waveform generator and an oven to carry out electroche-

mical etching at an elevated temperature and a microfiche

reader to view the eiectroehemieally etched tracks.

Electrochemical Etching Cell

It is specially designed cell for carrying out electr-

ochemical etching. The CR-39 foil is sandwiched between two

separate volumes of electrolyte in separate compartments with

the foil acting as an insulator. The alternating high voltage

is applied across the polymer foil by two electrodes which

are immersed in the electrolyte solution. If one face of the

foil is to be etched only one compartment is filled with the

etchant alkali solution and the other with a dilute solution

of che alkali. There should not be any leakage between the

two compartments otherwise the ECE process does not take place.

We first designed two foil cells. The two foil cell is made

in three pieces of teflon with a total of three compartments.

The middle compartment being common to both the foils. The

area available on the foil being etched is a circle of two cm

diameter. The foils are kept in between two neoprene rubber

gaskets with two on holes at the centre and all the three

pieces of teflon are joined and tightened with four long

screws. A series of such two foil cells can be used to etch a

number of foils. The foils can be etched on one side or both

the sides depending upon the solution used in the middle

compartment.

We have designed an electrochemical etching cell in

which 16 foils can be etched simultaneously but only on one

side. It consists of four parts as shown in Fig. 4. The

bottom plate is the pressure plate made of acrylic. Second

part is a stainless steel plate acting as one of the electrodes.

The third part is an acrylic plate having 16 through holes of

1.2 cm diameter with provision to put 16 neoprene rubber '0'

rings at the bottom sides where CR-39 foils are kept. These
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three parts can be joined together with nine screws and the

etchant solution can be filled from the top. Fourth part is

the second electrode plate with 16 holes to fix small screws

which dip into the etchant solution below. By using two to

three multi-foil etching cells we can etch a reasonable number

of CR-39 foils at a time routinely. Recently, we have made

the pressure plate from teflon which is more suitable for ECE

at elevated temperature.

High Voltage Waveform Generator

For carrying out electrochemical etching, high voltage

at high frequencies is required. In the beginning, we made a

step-up transformer in our laboratory and used i t with a func-

tion generator to achieve electrochemical etching for polycar-

bonate foils. Subsequently, we procured a 2 KV (rms) sinusoi-

dal high output programmable power supply which gives 50 Hs to

10 KHz frequencies and currents upto 200 mA (rms). The speci-

fications of such a power supply are as follows*

(i)
: Sinewsve with low harmonic distortion

Output

Wave fo rm

Frequency

6.

7.

Voltage

Power

Stability

Display

Connectors

(ii) Timer

50 HZ to 10 KHZ, stepless, linear varia-
tion with two ranges. Helipot control

Stabilised, presettable, 50 Vpp to
5 KVpp, fully symmetric w.r.t. common
line. Presettable by linearly calibrated
helipot

60 Watts, rms, continuous rating, with
ambient temp, of 60 Celsius

Voltage to remain within 0.5 % of present
value, under no-load to full load change
and ambient temp, changes

Linearly Calibrated volt meter and
current meter on front panel

Suitable for throe groups of etching
cells

Panel mounted, built in, 1 minute reso-
lution, 24 hour capacity. Presettable
by thumb wheel switches and elapsed time
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: indication with LED digits.

(iii) Overload : 1. Front panel preset helipot cont-
rol for full output current span.
Pov/er to cut off instantanously.

2. Manual reset push button provided
for switching on power after
ove rload

(iv) Power t 230 V, 50 HZ with normal fluctuations.

Oven

For carrying out ECE of the CR-39 foils at elevated

temperature of 60°C, 3n oven is required which can be maintai-

ned at a constant temperature. Vie have procured such an oven

where constant temperatures between 35 C to 80 C can be maint-

ained. The inner lining has been specially made of stainless

steel so that it is not attacked by the use of alkali solution

and it has two compartments of fifteen cm height each where two

ECE cells can be kept for etching at higher temperatures.

Microfiche Reader

For viewing and counting the ECE tracks which are quite

large, we can use a microscope of low magnification with a

projector attachment and counting a number of fields or a

microfiche reader on which the entire 3rea of the etched foil

can be projected and number of tracks can be counted. Also

as these tracks are quite distinguishable and large, these can

be subjected to automatic counting using a high cost image

analyser system. We have chosen a microfiche reader for our

work with a screon size of 59.4 cm x 42 cm and where we can get

two magnifications, x 32 and x 42. A projected area of 5 mm x

5 mm from the foil is marked on the screen at magnification x 42

and tracks are counted in this area to arrive at number of

tracks per square cm.

STUDIES WITH CR-39 SSNTD

For the application of CR-39 SSNTD to neutron personnel
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monitoring, a knowledge of i ts various characteristics is

essential. The desirable characteristics of an ideal neutron

personnel monitoring system are given earlier .and the studies

with CR-39 have been done keeping the same in view.

Energy Dependence

As discussed earlier, one of the most important charac-

terist ics for an ideal neutron personnel monitoring system is

that i t should have an energy response proportional to dose

equivalent response and thus i t should be useful over a

considerable range of neutron energies. In case of CR-39

neutron monitor, the energy response depends upon the etching

conditions used. As described earlier, two sets of etching

conditions are favoured. (i) Chemical etching at 60°C

followed by ECE at room temperature and (ii) ECE at 60°C.

Energy response obtained in both the cases is quite different.

Griffith et al.,0 981) used 5 hour chemical etching at 60°C

in 6 N KOH followed by 5 hour ECE at room temperature, 6 NI KOH

2 KH2, 31.5 KV/cm of CR-39 foil and the energy response to

mono-energetic neutrons as measured by them is shown in Pig.5.

The threshold neutron energy is 200 KeV and the response

peaks at 2.0 MeV and thereafter i t fa l ls . The increase t i l l

2 MeV energy can be attributed to the increase in track length

of the recoil protons. Above the peak, the response falls off

primarily because of the decrease in proton recoil cross-

section. The chemical pre-etching step accelerates the

process of proton track development so that proton and heavy

recoil tracks alike can take part in the ECE process. The

second procedure of carrying out ECE at an elevated tempera-

ture of 60°C has been developed by Tomassino et al.,(1983).

They have demonstrated that ECE at higher temperatures

reveals proton? without pre-atching. Because surface removal

then occurs duri.ng ECE, more tracks are revealed while those

already treeing continue to enlarge. This has the effect

of increasing the response to low and high energy neutrons
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more than to those around 2 MeV and therefore flattens the dose

equivalent response and threshold is lowered to 100 keV as

shown in Fig. 6. However, i t enhances the background. We have

tried both the methods in our laboratory and selected the

method of elevated temperature electrochemical etching as i t

offers a better neutron energy response and is less time

consuming and new CR-39 sheets procured show much lower

background.

Background in CR-39

Inherent background in track etch detectors has been

one of the major problems. I t results due to imperfections,

microvoids, microcavities, air entrapments and moisture in the

polymer and also due to stabilizers and pigments added to the

polymer. The inherent background in CR-39 varies randomly

from sheet to sheet and even across individual sheets of tile

plastic. Thus if the inherent background is quite high in

the detector the lower limit of neutron dose equivalent

measurable will be quite high. Therefore i t is obvious that

a dosimetry grade material with low and reproducible back-

ground is the primary requirement. Work at a number of labora-

tories has been undertaken to identify the manufacturing

specifications for dosimetry grade C'R-39. Proposals to produce

improved plastic included the use of plasticiz-i-rs to obtain a

smoother surface, uniform thickness, better temperature control

and higher standards of cleanliness in the production process

and the use of appropriate additives to reduce long term

oxidation of the plastic (Price et al . , 1981, Tarle, 1982,

P>ortv;ood et i l . , 1993, Turner et a l . , 1981 Huang et al.,1982,

Portwocd et a l . , 1983, simple et a l . , 1983, Szilagyi et a l . ,

1983). Thus a dosimetry grade CR-39 should have high and

reproducible sensitivity for proton registration and low and

reproducible background for i ts use as a personnel neutron

monitor.
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The background in CR-39 also depends upon the etching

procedures used. Lowering of the ECE voltage reduces the back-

ground but i t also reduces the neutron response especially to

low energy neutrons. Annealing of the plastic prior to use is

also not found very suitable for background reduction. Also the

environmental effects on proton registration are believed to be

not very important and the background due to alpha tracks from

environmental radon and radon daughters can be simply reduced

by keeping the plastic covered (Cross et a l . , 1982). Since even

the scratches on the plastic will be amplified by the ECE proc-

ess, care should be taken in the selection and handling of the

CR-39 foils .

Sensitivity Measurements

We obtained CR-39 sheets from M/s. Pershore Mouldings

I ,d., U.K. The sheets were of thickness 625 microns and were

manufactured during last year with a thirty two hour cure. The
241sensitivity to Am-Be neutrons was determined by using the

method of elevated temperature electrochemical etching.

Firstly the background determinations were done taking

a large number of samples. The CR-39 sheets were cut into small

pieces of 3 cm x 3 cm. The procedure of two step etching was

followed as suggested by Hankins (1989). Firstly, the foils

were electrochemically etched for 4 h in 7 N KOH at 50°C, 1.25

KV (rms) and 100 Hz frequency. Second step was etching for 40

minutes with frequency increased to 3. 5 KHz v/ith other condi-

tions remaining the same. The ECE cell is left in the oven

overnight to cool so that the cell is not deformed. The back-
-2

crrvur.a variation was betv;een 30 to 50 tracks cm with an

average value of 40 tracks cm ~ counted only on one side of the

fresh foils.
241

For calibration v;ith Am-Be neutrons, wt decided to

use a one mm polyethylene radiator in the front as some preli-

minary experiments showed that sensitivity was about 1.5 times
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higher with the radiator. The ranges of protons of energy equal

to or greater than 1 MeV are relatively long compared with the

thickness removed during etching which is typically 5 to 21

microns. Therefore a hydrogeneous radiator is an important

contributor to the response for higher energy neutrons but not

for lower energies less than 1 MeV. The properties of (n,p)

elastic scattering are well known and iCalculation of the

number, energies and angles of proton tracks crossing a plane

surface within the detector is relatively straightforward

(Hooton et al., 1982). Ramli (19S3), Durrani et al., (1983)

demonstrated both by calculation and experiment that a sandwich

of thin layers of different hydrogenous materials can be used

to tailor a dose equivalent response for neutrons incident

normally. Because of the dominance of the proton contribution

to the total response, the existing theoretical work has

neglected additional contribution due to (n, alpha) and non-

elastic (n,p) reactions which could be significant and could

be used at higher energies to improve the dose equivalent

response.

We calibrated the CR-39 foils in black pouches with one
241

mm polyethylene radiator in front on water phantom to Am-Be

neutrons for dose equivalents ranging from 1 mSv to 10 mSv.

The foils were subjected to the same procedure of elevated

temperature electrochemical etching as mentioned earlier on the

side of the foil in contact with the rocliator. An average
— 2 -1

sensitivity of 100 track cm ' mSv was obtained by counting

on a microfiche reader with a magnification x 42* With back-

ground as 4C tracks cm ', the standard deviation is 6 and

the minimum dose equivalent that can be measured is S'f'above

the background i.e about 0.2 mSv. This also gives the quan-

titation limit lOC'as 0.6 mSv. Beyond dose equivalents of 10

mSv or ̂ o^e the track density becomes -loo large to do the

counting properly. The calibration war; repeated and a good

reproducibility was obtained.
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However, i t must be borne in mind that sensiti-

vity of CR-39 depends upon the grade of CR-39 material,

etching conditions, ECE parameters and radiator used.

But in general i t has been found that the nature of the

energy response curve, as obtained by Tommasino (1983)

using elevated temperature ECE, does not change much

except on the lower energy side (Cross et a l . , 1982).

Each laboratory therefore has to obtain the sensitivity

of CR-39 using i ts own set of parameters which should

be carefully controlled and sensitivity measurements

should be reproducible and should be repeated whenever

new batch of CR-39 sheets are obtained.

The tree-shaped tracks obtained are quite large

in size. These can be easily subjected to automation.

These can be viewed on a projection attachment to the

microscope, a microfiche reader, an image analyser or a

bacterial colony counter (Griffith et a l . , 1983).

Pig. 7 shows the structure of these tracks as illustrated

in literature (Tommasino, 1980)

Ageing and Environmental Effects in CR-39

For use of CR-39 as a neutron personnel monitor,

the long term stability of the latent tracks is required

and also the effects of working and storage environments

on CR-39 should be known. Recent studies by Hankins

et al.9(1983) have shown (i) that l i t t l e fading of latent

tracks occurs at room temperature and 18% fading occurs

Ir s!-:< months if the foils are stored at 40°C and (ii)

that foils exposed to light faded, changed in

sensitivity and suffered increase in background to the

point v.'here they became useless for monitoring purposes.
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Thus they recommend that the CR-39 foils should be protec-

ted from light and also exceptionally high temperatures

and preferably stored in a refrigerator. However, the

mechanism of damage is not known but may be due to the

damage by UV light and high temperature, we also found

that due to the adhesive that is on the protective

polyethylene cover placed on the CR-39 sheets, after

several months, the surfaces of the etched foils show

many small dots or globes of adhesive material on them

and the number of background tracks increase considera-

bly. However, if care is taken to protect the CR-39

sheets from light or excessive heat, the foils can be

useful for one year. We have also found that the

background in CR-39 has doubled in one year even though

i t is stored in a refrigerator.

Studies have also been done by Parkhurst (1986),

Portwood et a l . , (1985), Barlett (1937) and Stejny (1987).

They have concluded that some form of surface degradation

occurs due to oxidation with time. Therefore the age of

the CR-39 plastic is also an important parameter.

Antioxidants have been used in the manufacture of CR-39

sheets but have not been found to be very suitable

(Parkhurst et a l . , 1986). However, these various

studies which are currently going on can lead to Insights

into the mechanism of track formation and stability and

tlvs result in the development of improved CR-39 neutron

detector.

Hence the shelf life of CR-39 is not very long

and fresh foils only should be used for neutron monitoring.
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Other Characteristics

One of the main advantages of solid sta$e nuclear track
detectors is their insensitivity to low LET radiations like
beta, gamma and electrons. Thus CR-39 is highly insensitive
to gamma rays and neutron monitoring using this detector
is not inhibited by the presence of even high doses of
gamrra rays.

The angular response of CR-39 has also been widely
studied recently for all energies of neutrons. There is
a strong angular dependence, the response at 45° is about
0.5 and that at about 90° about 0.2 compared with the

response to neutrons incident normally (Griffith «t al#,i983).
CP-39 sheets have been moulded into cylindrical geometry to
reduce the angular dependence (Al-Najjar et a l . , 1987 )•

APPLICATION TO NEUTRON PERSONNEL MONITORING

With the var ious above s t u d i e s with CR-39, development
of the method in owr l a b o r a t o r y and procurement of va r ious
m a t e r i a l s r equ i r ed , Cft-39 can be used f o r neutron personnel
moni to r ing . W* have developed a l i g h t p l a s t i c badge fo r
t h i s and a l s o decided to s e a l the CP-39 f o i l alongwith one mm
polyethylene radiator in triple laminate pouches thus
p.^tecting the foil from light as well as environmental
neutron background. Various minor problems like
identification have been overcome. Fresh calibration for
the .iew sheets of CR-39 has to be carried out every time.
CU-39 is not very expensive and can be issued for a period
of three months. Advantaqes of CR-39 as personnel neutron
monitcv- are i ts lower neutron energy threshold and better
energy response. It ir insensitive to beta, x-rays and
garnrra rays. There is no fading of tracks and counting is
easy and can be automated. Disadvantages are its inherent
background, r-epencler.ee of sensitivity and energy response
on etching conditions used, ageing of the fell i .e decrease
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in sensitivity and increase in background with time. It is a

brittle material and needs careful handling and large scale

processing is tedious. However, because of its lower energy

threshold, it is suitable for personnel neutron monitoring in

reactor environments and fuel reprocessing facilities.

CONCLUSION

CR-39 solid state nuclear tracl: detector is just one

decade old. Continuous and extensive studies are being carried

out all over the world resulting in great improvements in the

properties of dosimetry grade CR-39 polymer and developments of

various etching techniques and parameters. Atleast two labora-

tories have introduced CR-39 in routine neutron personnel moni-

toring (Hankins et a l . , 1989, Gilvin et a l . , 1987). Availabi-

l i ty of CR-39 is improving with American Acrylics, USA and

Pershore Mouldings, UK and a few more companies are also

joining in. Processing techniques being used are simple chem-

ical etching, chemical pre-atching followed by ECE and ECE

at elevated temperature or hot ECE. Of these, ECE at elevated

temperature appears to offer the best neutron energy response

(Tommasino et a l . , 1983), We also have developed this techni-

que in our laboratory and have introduced CR-39 as a routine

personnel monitor for B.A.R.C. personnel working in neutron

environments on a quarterly basis. CR-39 s t i l l being new,

offers a great scope for rapid progress, further studies and

future developments. (Tomassino, 1987).
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TA3LE

A METHOD OP SELECTING THE APPROPRIATE NEUTRON MONITORING SYSTEM ( IAEA, 1985)

Category

A

B

C

D

E

' F

G

Dose equivalent rate
H n + H r

(mSv/a) (uSv/h)*

< 1.5

< 1 5

< 15

< 50

< 50

< 5 0

<50

< 0.75

<7 .5

< 7 . 5

< 2 5

<25

< 2 5

<25

Hn
« n + H r

< 1
< 0 . 2

>0.2

"> 0 . 2

> 0# 2

> 0 . 2

> 0 . 2

Neutron
spectrum

Variable

Variable

Constant

Variable,
En < lMeV,

correlation
with rat io
eg. H.. /

"albedo o r

H th / Hf

Variable
I < lMeV,

no
correlation

Variable,
1 < E <
20 MeV

Variable,
E > 20 MeVn

Personnel
Monitoring
for neutrons

Gamma-ray dosimeter

Gamma-ray dosimeter

Simple albedo or
track-etch detector

Analyser albedo or
track-etch detector

Recoil track etch
detector and analyser
albedo

NTA film or track-
etch detector

Nuclear emulsion,
activation threshold
detectors

Survey
Instruments
for neutrons

DE meter

DE meter

DE meter
sphere ratio

DE meter, sphere
ratio, thermal
detector

DE meter and
multi-sphere ratio
or single sphere
albedo technique

DE meter, recoil
proportional
counter

ion Chamber

Assuming 2000 working hours/annum.
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Fig. 1

io2 ' io
En (MeV)

Neutron Dose equivalent Conversion

Factor (unidirectional broad beam,
normal incidence). Data from (ICRP 21)
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Fig. 2 Basic Mechanisms of
Electrochemical Etching.



Chemical Et̂ ning at 60° C
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CR-39 following Chemical pre-etching
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